
The central nervous system (CNS) is exquisitely tuned for performing its many 

core functions, but disease and dysfunction can impede its work. Disease 

biomarkers are chemical signatures of pathologic processes, detection of which 

enables diagnosis and progression analysis from blood, cerebrospinal fluid, or tissue 

biopsy.  Biomarkers of CNS disorders have been successfully exploited for their 

diagnostic and prognostic value, becoming ever more valuable in the fight against 

insidious diseases that invade and damage our most essential organ system.

Alzheimer’s Disease
Neurodegeneration leads to memory deficits 

(hippocampus) and dementia (cortex) 

Biomarkers: Tau, Amyloid-β 42, P-glycoprotein  

(P-gp), Ubiquitin, Apolipoprotein E (ApoE), Visinin-like 

Protein (VILIP-1), Chitinase 3-like-1 (YKL-40), microRNAs 

 [1, 2, 3, 4]

Parkinson’s Disease
Neurodegeneration in the  

brain stem (locus coeruleus and  

substantia nigra) lead to tremor, 

 instability, and dementia 

Biomarkers: DJ-1, Synapsin 1 (Syn 1), 

phosphorylated Syn 1, α-Synuclein, 

β-Glucocerebrosidase, 

                             Uric acid [5, 6, 7*]

Schizophrenia
Biologically based disorder leading to  

cognitive dysfunction (prefrontal cortex) 

Biomarkers: Prolactin, Resistin, Testosterone, Insulin,  

Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), 

IL-8, IL-1RA, IL-18 [15]

Multiple Sclerosis
Autoimmune degradation of myelin 

(white matter) leads to secondary 

neurodegeneration and progressive 

movement disorder, leading to paralysis

Biomarkers: Oligoclonal Bands (IgG/M), Kappa Free 

Light Chains, microRNAs, CXXL13, MOG-IgG &  

Anti-Kir 4.1, Microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2) 

[12, 13, 14]

Traumatic  
Brain Injury
Concussive forces lead to 

swelling, axonal injury, and 

neurodegeneration (cortex)

Biomarkers: Tau and its phosphorylated 

states, GFAP, S100β, Neuron-specific 

Enolase, Chitinase 3-like-1, Ubiquitin 

Carboxyl-terminal Hydrolase Enzyme L1,   

IL-1beta, TNF-alpha, IL-6 [8, 9, 10, 11]
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Glioblastoma 
Multiforme
Rapidly progressive,  

astrocyte-derived brain tumor  

(cerebral hemispheres)

Biomarkers:  
Angiotensinogen, HLA Class II,  

Alpha cardiac muscle 1 (ACTC1),  

microRNAs  [16, 17, 18]

Medulloblastoma
High-grade brain tumor with 

mixed cell types (cerebellum)

Biomarkers:  
ERBB2, microRNAs, Follistatin-like 

Protein 5 (FSTL5), miR-495,  

Prostaglandin D2 Synthase (PGD2S), 

Polysialylated-Neural Cell Adhesion  

Molecule (PSA-NCAM) [19, 20, 21]

Drug Addiction
A physical, psychological, and behavioral need for  

an exogenous chemical (global)

Biomarkers: Heat-shock protein 70, Peroxiredoxin-6, 

n-Methylserotonin [22]
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Bio-Techne
Bio-Techne represents the unification of the prestigious biomedical research 

brands of R&D Systems, Tocris Bioscience, Novus Biologicals, and ProteinSimple. 

At Bio-Techne, we believe in quality. Quality is not only about producing a 

consistent, reliable, and highly active product, it is about a mindset that puts 

the needs of the scientific research community first. This mindset is embedded 

into our culture and is supported by the high level scientists that we employ, the 

stringent production standards and control testing performed on our products, 

the innovative research articles that feature our products, and the thriving 

biomedical research environment that surrounds us. Most importantly, voice-of-

customer feedback is an essential part of our production process that enables us 

to meet the quality expectations of our customers. These features are what drive 

our business and are what will continue our legacy as the lead producer of high 

quality life science reagents.

Ella pinpoints new
brain injury biomarkers

Not a lot of sample? Low-level proteins? Ella doesn’t mind.

In many disease states, low-level proteins are hard to detect with any consistency.  For a group of chemok-
ines linked to Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), Ella makes that task easy.

When neuroinflammatory biomarkers are released from neurons post-brain injury, their presence can 
negatively affect brain function by increasing cytokine levels that lead to neural damage.  To provide a 
more complete picture of the TBI process, Mike Anderson and colleagues at R&D Systems evaluated 
multiple neuroinflammatory markers using Simple Plex™ multi-analyte ELISAs run on Ella.

Simple Plex™ easily confirmed low levels quantitatively, because the assay format is that robust.  So even if 
you have several researchers using the assay, or your sample pipetting varies, Ella will still provide you with 
quantitative and reproducible results, at picogram/mL levels.

Learn more at proteinsimple.com/wes_ella

Proteins that could act as markers for Traumatic Brain Injury.  IL-6 and 10 are just two of many analytes with increased 
concentrations in TBI samples compared to control samples.

Wes sets a new pace 
for Alzheimer’s research

At the Barshop Institute for Longevity and Aging Studies, Univer-
sity of Texas Health Science Center in San Antonio, researchers 
study the basic biology of aging.  One project in particular 
focuses on how age-associated changes in normal physiology 
alter the expression and function of tau, a biomarker for many 
neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer’s disease. 
Using traditional Western blotting to study the correlation 
between tau’s expression and aging proved to be challenging, 
particularly with small sample size collected from brain sub-re-
gions.

With Wes, they run 24 independent samples and get fully 
analyzed data in about 3 hours. All that with 95% less tissue and 
antibody. Data was reproducible and reliable. Furthermore, they 
discovered a novel high molecular weight isoform of tau protein 
that is expressed in the brains of the naked mole-rat (NMR). The 
results showed that tau undergoes a progressive shift in molecu-
lar weight during the first year of NMR brain development (M.E. 
Orr et al., Neurobiology of Aging, 36, 2015).

Don’t let old technologies slow down your research. Win the 
race to discovery with Wes.
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Detection of tau in nakedmole rats (NMR) in different 
stages of  life development using Wes. A progressive 
molecular weight shift in NMR tau is observed during 
development.  (HT7 antibody recognizes tau at an 
epitope corresponding to human tau 159-163).


